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The S2 domain of the spike glycoprotein from SARS-CoV is responsible for driving viral and host cell membrane fusion. An internal fusion peptide (SARSIFP), located near the S2 domain N-terminus, plays a crucial role in the fusion process. Although much information has been obtained in recent years on membrane fusion, many aspects of the molecular mechanisms behind virus-host cell membrane fusion are not totally understood yet. Questions regarding structure, dynamics, and topology of fusion peptides in lipid membranes still remain and are addressed in this work by means of a variety of experimental and computational techniques. The minimum-energy conformation of the peptide was determined by GSA/MD simulations in different conditions. Cluster analysis and free-energy surfaces revealed a conformational promiscuity for SARSIFP, including α-helices, β-strands, and random coil conformations. The distance distribution between the N- and C-termini was also experimentally determined from four-pulse DEER experiments of a doubly labeled derivative. Different membrane mimetics modulated the average peptide end-to-end distance. Moreover, SARSIFP spontaneously adsorbed at the membrane-solvent interface in a random conformation and then forms a helix. Free-energy values and secondary structure content were modulated by the presence of negative membranes, in agreement with our CD and fluorescence data. MD and electron spin resonance (ESR) results indicated a water-exposed C-terminal and a membrane-inserted N-terminal. Spin-labeled lipids and ESR showed that SARSIFP increased lipid packing and head group ordering only in the presence of negatively charged lipids. To our knowledge, this is the first report that provides dynamics, structural and topological information of SARSIFP in model membranes at atomic resolution, which may shed light on the mechanism by which the peptide folds and inserts into membranes.
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